News: high-security steel door series S4
won the German Design Award.

Steel Door Series S4
Certified Protection against Forced Entry, Fire,
Ballistic and Blast Attacks

Protecting Lives and Property. Worldwide.

Just safe is not enough
steel door series S4
The SÄLZER Steel Door Series S4
offers combined protection against
forced entry, fire, ballistic and blast
attacks at the highest levels. Door
leaf, frame and hinges are designed
for the highest security requirements.
The components precisely matched
to each other, this guarantees a solid
security concept. Furthermore the S4
door is extremely reliable and durable
and therefore suitable for efficient
economic continuous operation.

Facts at a glance:
 Forced entry * up to RC6
 Bullet resistance up to FB7-NS
 Blast resistance
 tested with high reflected pressure up to
2,750 kPa (27.5 bar), EXR5-NS

 tested with loads up to 500 kg
 tested with long pressure duration up to








4,500 ms and reflected pressure of 93 kPA
(0.93bar)
 GSA level 2 (no threat)
Fire resistance
 EI 90 (T90), EI45, EI30 (T30) and EW60 also
 tested according to BS 476 Part 22, 120 min.
Smoke tight, classified according to DIN EN
13501-2, C5 S 200 and C5 S a
Durability test: 200,000 cycles
with anti-panic function - also tested with glazing
and/or louver up to RC4
CE marked, tested according to the European
product standard: high performance in resistance to the wind load, thermal insulation,
water tightness and air permeability. Sound
insulation up to 50dB. Therefore the door is
eminently suitable as external door.
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Double steel door, blast resistant with closing sequence control for a pumped storage hydro
power plant.

Tested in the highest resistant classes of the European
standard for forced entry resistance RC5 /RC6:
The door offers protections against powerful electric tools such
as drills (with high-performance carbide drills), jig saws and angle grinders (with a disc diameter of 230mm), which actually can
chipping drill-resistant steels. Neither the door leaf was penetrated in the test, nor was it possible to gain access through the
hinge and lock-side safety pins or the massive bolt work.

* For the special case "attack from the inside" (breakout) no test standard exists. To ensure reliable security, the doors were tested from both faces according to the
European standard for forced entry resistance DIN EN 1627-1630 (test from the inside simulate e.g. a break out attempt from a prison)
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Individual Solutions
with excellent appearance and high performance
The tested and certified constructions
are customized designed in different
sizes, finishes and design options:






single or double leaf door
single or double leaf sliding door
attack side: hinge or opposite hinge side
outward and inward opening up to 180°
almost every size possible

Optional
 glazing in different forms and sizes (with anti








panic function tested up to RC4)
louver with different ventilation cross sections and
sizes (with anti-panic function tested up to RC4)
grilles
top and side panels, opaque or glazed
arched top lights or other forms
installation in locking and monitoring systems
possible
for use in escape and emergency routes with
emergency and panic exit locks in accordance
with DIN EN DIN EN 179 and DIN 1125
as single element or component of a facade, e.g.
integrated in a stone facade
combined with all products in the SYSTEM
SÄLZER® (windows, facades, guard houses, etc.)

 extensive accessories like overhead door closer,



door drives, hold-open devices etc.
installation of deal trays, door viewers or rotary
door viewers and more
various lock options (see page 4)

Surface finishes
 galvanized and primed, ready for finishing on site
 painted according to RAL or DB colour range
 over glad according customer requirements e.g.
with stainless steel, timber or stone

Homogeneous Design
All security components are concealed within the
door leaf giving the option of various levels of security on a number of doors all having the same appearance.

Bullet-resistant steel door series S4, height 6 m, exact replica of the original door, over clad
with oak, latest hardware and "security upgrade”.

News:
nominated for the German Design Award 2018. The steel
door offers individual design
options despite the high security properties. The German Design Award directly contributes
to the overall commercial success. Prizes will only be awarded to projects that truly represent pioneering contributions to
the German and international
design landscape.
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In general, all S4 doors are tested from both faces regarding their forced entry resistance. Photos from left to right: glazed double door for the cell block in a police station.
Glazed single S4 door over glad with stainless steel for a cell block in a prison. S4 door for an alarm receiving center, resistant level RC4 and FB4-NS. Forced entry
resistant double door for a museum, size 2.3 x 3.60 m, special hardware in stainless steel, steel plate facing on door leaf, micaceous iron oxide coating. Glazed steel door
for a courthouse.

Solid construction for reliable use
Door leaf
Depending on the security class, the door leaf thickness is between 72 mm to 120 mm.
The door leaf consists of an internal extremely warp-resistant and patented construction
of thick-walled damping profiles, which stabilise the element and incorporate all security
components to resist the extreme loads. In addition to the internal reinforcements, the
door leaf is secured with 1.5 mm thick galvanized steel sheets on both sides. All security
components inside the door leaf are permanently connected with the whole construction. In the area around the door lock, additionally 5 mm steel plates are welded to integrate the hardware and to function as additional support for the hardware.

Door rebate
The massive 3-sided door rebate is at least 9 mm thick (solid material).
Alternative variation:
 4-sided rebate

Threshold Design
 adjustable floor seal
 bullet resistant floor connection or threshold
 threshold rail made of stainless steel or galvanized steel,
with/without seal

type A

 option: barrier-free

Frames
The 111 mm deep door frame is made of roll-formed minimum
2.5 mm thick galvanized steel profiles. All massive strike
plates, which have to be flush to the frame, the circumferential
gasket in EPDM quality and the electrical components if applicable will be incorporated into a groove at the door rebate.
Variations:
 Corner frame standard
 Block frame for the flush installation into the opening
 Edge and counter frame depending on wall thickness in
3 different versions

type B

type C

Corner frame
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Block frame
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Edge and counter frame

Photos from left to right: 2 glazed external doors at a prison. Glazed door clad with stainless steel for a radio station. Glazed external door for a police station. Blast
resistant glazed double door for a train station.

Hinges, bolts, locks, fittings
Steel door hinges
The hinges consist of three-pieces minimum 6 mm thick steel, which are connected with
double ball bearing and hardened bolts. To prevent disassembly concealed fixings are
used. In the area where the hinges are fastened, the frame is reinforced with thick steel
angular profiles over a length of at least 300 mm.
The heavy weight of the door leaf will be carried by the door hinges and additionally by
the integrated angular steel profiles, hereby deflecting the weight of the leaf over the
hinges and frame into the wall.
The hinges are designed for high door leaf weights up to 600 kg, for higher weights special floor hinges will be used. Despite high leaf weights the door is easily operable and
suitable for continuous use by the sophisticated hardware system.

Massive safety bolts
Every door leaf has additionally minimum 3 solid security bolts.
These give additional protection to the door leaf and frame in the event of lateral
movement of the door leaf during either blast loading or forced entry attack.

Security locks
Mechanical, electro-mechanical or motorized locks, single or multiple locking, optional
with self-locking devices. The door has been tested with emergency exit locks
(emergency operation) in accordance with DIN 179 or panic exit devices according to
DIN 1125, also glazed or with louver, up to RC4. In the highest forced entry resistant
classes RC5/RC6 a bolt work is additionally necessary.

Fitting sets
Various design options depending on the desired security classes such as handles, door
knob-handle combination or panic bars can be used. The use of different vertical or
horizontal bars are also possible.

Glazing
The glazing is tested and certified in the same resistant class like the door. Large glass
sections can be realized in different forms.
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Modular construction
according to customer requirements
Every project is different, many factors
vary, such as the safety requirements,
constructional or country-specific conditions, the climate, legal requirements, the load, the design (simple,
representative, decorative, durable,
livable ...).
For this reason, there are no standard doors at
SÄLZER, but a modular construction system. The
planners, architects and builders can individually
compile the door in consideration with






the security
building physics
architectural as well as
in accordance with the legal requirements

S4 steel gate with wicket door for a storage building.

All security classes can be combined up to the highest classes. The need for security defines the security concept. For example the protection against
blast and fire is necessary in the petrochemical industry. In many other application areas, such as at police
stations forced entry resistance in combination with
bullet resistance and partially fire resistance is
demanded.
The requirements to the design are different too. So a
security door for an embassy must have beside the
protective function a representative character, the
door of a private residence should rather have an
aesthetic appearance.
For SÄLZER there are no standard sizes, each door
that is manufactured is bespoke.
The appearance of the door is the same independently of the security level, whether the door is classified
in FB7-NS and/or RC6 and/or EI30 and/or EXR5-NS.
The safety components are fitted internally.

Single S4 door with louvre and 2 louvred side panels, with emergency exit locks,
forced entry resistant level RC4, installed in an airport.

Left photo, single S4 glazed exterior door for a military property. Photo right:
single glazed floor door with hatch.
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Series S4

- for new buildings

and ‘security upgrade’ in existing buildings
The S4 steel profile system permits
various constructions for individual requirements and is therefore ideal for
door renewal. The door will be designed
in accordance with the architectural
style of the building, modern or heritage
protected buildings.
This requires technical skills, in the production and in
the installation, e.g. for installation the door in sandstone of heritage protected buildings. With the installation of the individual designed S4 door the special
character of the building remains, but the protection is
increased according to the requirements, advanced
features such as door drive can be incorporated and
the thermal properties greatly improved.

S4 door, beech planked for a private home.

Applications
















police, courts, prisons, forensic hospitals
chemical-, petrochemical-, pharmaceutical industry
transport companies, airports
banks, insurances, data centre
public buildings such as embassies, ministries,
administrations
international associations
barracks and other military properties
private person
alarm receiving center
electricity provider
museums, palaces, opera houses
various industries
universities, schools, hospitals, churches, community centres
shops, offices
… in general everywhere security is required

Double door wood planked with 2 glazed side panels for an embassy in Pakistan.

Left photo: S4 door with glazing, wood planked, replica of the original door. Photo
right: S4 door with glazing, wood planked for the hallway of an apartment
building.
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Installation and assembly
The installation of the door is permitted
in different wall materials such as:





masonry
concrete, autoclaved aerated concrete
sandstone or
steel frames

Installation in a steel frame

The installation of the S4 door is also possible in the
SÄLZER aluminum facade construction.

Different installation techniques are
tested and certified:





installation with anchors, directly or with anchor bars
screw-on mounting
welded installation
bolt installation

Bolt mounting

For bullet resistant doors, we recommend a bullet resistant
wall connection and threshold in the same resistance class
as the whole door construction.
The SÄLZER installation team install professionally according to the security requirements, worldwide.
Dowel installation with anchor bars

Why,

you should work with SÄLZER?

 Over 40 years experience in the planning, production






and installation of security products
Combined protection against forced entry, fire, ballistic
and blast attacks
All products are tested and certified
Wide product range: perimeter protection, doors, windows, facades, guardhouses etc. This reduces many
interface problems
Range of service: from planning, production, installation up to maintenance
One point of contact for all products and services, increases operational security

Forced entry and bullet resistant steel door planked with stone cottage, built into a
natural stone facade, with floor hinges.
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Selected tests
The steel doors have been tested
according to international standards
or
customer
specific
requirements
concerning their resistance to forced
entry, shelling, explosion and fire. In the
following 5 tests are presented:
1. Explosive test according to customer requirements
with 200 kg explosive (photo 1)
Test of a double glazed steel door, multi bolt self locking
system with emergency exit operation. In addition to the
blast resistance the customer required the operability after
the blast, so the people inside could escape after a bomb
attack through this door to the outside. Furthermore the
door is forced entry resistant up to RC6.

1. Explosive test

2. Fire test of two single glazed S4 doors: classification
EI30 / EI45 and EW60. An inward openable and an outward
openable door were tested. The door is also bullet resistant
up to FB7-NS and forced entry resistant up to RC6 (photo
2).
3. Bullet test according to DIN EN 1522+1523: the test
was conducted in the highest performance class FB7-NS. In
this class the door was shot with a rifle, caliber 7.62 x
51mm hard core, at points defined by the European test
standard or at weak points chosen by the examiner of the
test institute, e.g. on corner construction, glass panel and
lock (photo 3).
4. Forced Entry test according to DIN EN 1627-1630
Examination of a single glazed steel door with emergency
exit lock in resistant class RC4. The door was tested,
among other tools with an electric drill (photo 4).

2. Fire test

5.
Test
according
to
NATO
STANAG
2280
the glazed steel element was shelled with an artillery
grenade, caliber 155 mm (43 kg), at a distance of 1.5 m.
This is a safety concept for use in areas of conflict. The
tested elements can be individually assembled for various
applications such as guardhouses or observation buildings
(photo 5).

3. Bullet test

4. Forced Entry test

5. Test according to NATO Stanag 2280
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Summary
Security

Requirements

Classes**

Forced entry*

According to DIN EN 1627-1630

Up to RC6***
both faces of the door were tested

Bullet resistance

According to DIN EN 1522+1523

Up to FB7-NS
both faces of the door were tested

Combinable!***

Blast resistance

Fire resistance

According to DIN EN 13123

Up to EXR5-NS**: 20 kg charge blasted in 4 m
Reflected pressure up to 2,750 kPa (27.5 bar)
Reflected impulse up to 1,508 kPa-ms (15.08 bar-ms)
GSA Level 2 outward opening door were tested, inward opening upon request

According to customer requirements: high explosives, high
pressure

Explosive charge**: 100 kg, 200 kg, 500 kg blasted in different
distances, e.g. in 10 m
Reflected pressure up to 880 kPa (8.8 bar)
Reflected pressure up to 1,543 kPa-ms (15.430 bar-ms)
GSA Level 2 outward opening door were tested, inward opening upon request

According to customer requirements: long duration pressure, high
impulse

Pressure duration** up to 4,500 ms
Reflected pressure: 93 kPa (0.93 bar)
Reflected impulse: 210,000 kPa-ms (2,100 bar-ms)
GSA Level 2 outward opening door were tested, inward opening upon request

According to DIN EN 13501-2
classified

EI90 (T90), EI45, EI30 (T30) and EW60, tested on both faces of
the door

According to British Standard
BS 476

120 min.** (actual test duration 150 min.)

Smoke resistance

According to DIN EN 13501-2, C5 S 200 and C5 S a classified.

CPNI approved

The single leaf opaque steel door is approved by CPNI (Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure) for use
in government properties in the UK. Fore more information please contact CPNI.

Characteristics
DIN EN 14351

Classes

Resistance against
wind load

According to DIN EN 12210

Depending on the element size and glazing up to class C5

Water tightness

According to DIN EN 12208

Depending on the element size and glazing class 1A up to E2700

Air permeability

According to DIN EN 12207

Depending on the element size and glazing up to class 4

Thermal insulation

According to DIN EN ISO 10077-1 UD = 2.2 W/m2 K

Sound insulation

According to DIN EN ISO 717-1

Up to RW 51 dB

Life cycle test

According to EN 1191

200,000 cycles

(values vary depending on size and glazing)

(values vary depending on size and glazing)

Sizes | Glazing | Hinges | Locks | Installation
Door leaf thickness

72 mm - 120 mm, depending on the security level

Glazing

Security level of the glazing correspondent with resistance level of the complete door construction

Size

Almost every door size is manufacturable

Locks |
Security fittings

All locks which are approved in the tested level of security can be incorporated. Mechanical, electro mechanical or motorized locks, single or multiple locking optional with self -locking devices. Doors for
emergency exits are tested according to DIN 179 and DIN 1125 (RC4). Applicable as interlocking door
with special control system possible. All security fittings which are tested and approved in the respective
security level can be installed

Hinges |
Leaf weights

Hinges are designed for high weights. Ease of movement despite high leaf weights. Hinges bear wing
weights up to 600 kg, turn wing gates up to 1,000 kg and sliding gates up to 5,000 kg leaf weight

* For the special case "attack from the inside" (breakout) no test standard exist. To ensure reliable security, the doors were tested from both faces according to the
European standard for forced entry resistance DIN EN 1627-1630 (test from the inside simulate e.g. a break out attempt from a prison).
** Higher resistant levels or other security requirements upon request
*** Highest forced entry resistant classes RC5/RC6: not every door variant and security combination are available in this high security class. Please contact SÄLZER
concerning design variants and security combinations against other threats.
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Photos from left to right: 1-leaf opaque steel door with vertical bar handle. 1- leaf glazed steel door in combination with a transaction window for the entrance of a
German embassy. 1- leaf steel door with round glazing. S4 door with louvres and emergency exit lock (tested up to RC4) for a research institute.

Door rebate |
Threshold design

3-sided door rebate, alternative: 4-sided door rebate. Threshold design: adjustable floor seal, bullet
resistant floor connection (or threshold), threshold rail made of stainless steel or galvanized steel, with/
without seal, option: accessible entrance for people with impairments/disabilities (barrier -free)

Installation
Wall connection

Installation is permitted in various wall materials. Bullet resistance: a bullet -resistant wall connection is
tested and is recommended

Further tests and certifications
Recommendations
Quality control

 Recommended by the German police commission ‘crime prevention’
 Certified quality monitoring of the forced entry resistant S4 doors by the institute PfB
 The forced entry resistant S4 doors is approved by VDS

Company certifications

Certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 and according to the integrated management system ECOSYS (essential requirements concerning environment: ISO 14001 and occupational safety: OHSAS
18001). Registered at the association for pre-qualification (PQ VOB) of building contractors, registration number 011.080020.

Design and equipment
Design series S4

Single and double turn and sliding door, with glazing in different sizes and shapes, grilles, louver, top and
side panels, opaque or glazed, arched tops or other forms. Large glass areas possible (also with emergency exit locks). Series S4 HS only as opaque door available.

Accessories

Electric door opener, bolt switch contact, magnetic contact, electronic devices, surface protection, concealed cable access point, micro switch in the lock, escape door lock, overhead door closer, floor mounted door closer, door drives … and other accessories from different manufacturers!
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SÄLZER GmbH
Dietrich-Bonhoeffer-Str. 1-3
35037 Marburg
Germany
Tel: +49 (0) 6421 938-100
Fax: +49 (0) 6421 938-190
info@saelzer-security.com
www.saelzer-security.com

SYSTEM SÄLZER

®

Combined Protection

For more than 40 years SÄLZER has led the industry in
the development and technology of forced entry, bullet,
fire and blast resistant building components.
Each of our products is subject to a strict internal and
external quality management. Research and development are the driving force behind SÄLZER.
Please ask for additional brochures about our further
products:
windows and facades
doors and gates
guard houses
partition walls and access control
barriers and bollards
accessory components etc.

Spectacular test videos:
youtube.com/user/saelzersecurity

Latest information:
facebook.com/saelzer.marburg
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